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My family and friends tell me to always be thankful. So thank you. I wouldnâ€™t be anywhere

without you. I see you from the stage; now you can see meas I really am. This is the story of how

my world changed so much, so fastâ€”thanks to your undying support. This is me. Justin . . . and

itâ€™s just the First Step 2 Forever.
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Grade 4â€“10â€”Interspersed with tweets, headline-sized quotes, and graphic, two-page chapter

openings, this book has full-color slickness and loads of hype. Only 18 spreads in the entire book

don't feature photos of the star. Divided into seven chapters, the text covers the show Bieber was

working on while the book was written, his musical background, his family and hometown, how his

music videos on YouTube created his fan base, getting a manager, and becoming a star. Within that

outline, he attempts to give a sense of himself, as a regular kid who likes to play jokes, loves his

family and friends, and is grateful for his success and his fans. For the boy who received a Range

Rover for his 16th birthday, his tantrum in the rain after failing to pass his driver's test is rather

entertaining. While this book will be popular only as long as Bieber maintains his popularity, it's

likely to be worn out before fans are finished with this artist. Keeping the jacket poster will be a

challenge, but the book cover displays the same image.â€”Janet S. Thompson, Chicago Public

Library (c) Copyright 2011. Â Library Journals LLC, a wholly owned subsidiary of Media Source, Inc.

No redistribution permitted. --This text refers to the Perfect Paperback edition.



'A must-have for every fan!' Top of the Pops Magazine`Your little sister/cousin/niece will love it'

Heat`Contains loads of amazing pictures and secrets about his rise to fame.' Teen Now`Brilliant... A

must-have for any true Justin Bieber fan.' Mizz --This text refers to the Perfect Paperback edition.

It's a good book. In my opinion, he could have put more information in it. I think there are holes in

the story. Maybe the holes are there because he didn't know the information. He was a kid when he

wrote it. To me it sounds like it took 3 years for him to get a recording contract. In the book he

clarified something that I had been wondering about. It sounds as though the true story isn't

anything of what I had heard. I heard he hadn't been around his mother at all while recording and

touring. Because he mentions her many times, it tells me that she was with him every step of the

way. He mentions walking to perform on stage and that his mother was two people behind him. He

said he couldn't see her, but he knew she was there. He also mentions the broken foot. His mother

was around, but he didn't mention her until he mentioned that his bodyguard put him on the couch. I

got the impression that his mother was around him all the time, but she's not mentioned a lot.

Because of what I had heard, I had the impression that his manager, Scooter Braun, was the only

person taking care of him all of the time. That he became like a father figure. Now I know that his

mother was around him all the time, but Mr. Braun still might have been like a father figure to him. It

is mentioned in the book about Justin's mother being concerned about whether or not Mr. Braun

would be a role model to Justin. Because of what Justin wrote, I now know the truth about one thing.

His mother was always around him. It's none of my business, but I do know the truth now.

This is a GREAT book to read. It isn`t my favorite book, but that dosn`t mean that I didn`t like this

book. Here are a few reasons why I really wanted to read this book in particular;I am a HUGE Justin

Bieber fan!!!!! I have most of his albums on my iPod, collect a few of his trading cards, have cut-outs

of him in magazines, have a few books about him,and, I even have a Justin Bieber singing

toothbrush! It sings Baby in the mourning and You Smile at night. Also, I wanted to learn about his

life before he got famous.Get the inside scoop aka inside information. I would recommend this book

to people who want to learn about a smal town kid from Canada turn into a YouTube star and a pop

sensation.ENJOY!!!!!

This book was recommended through .com when I bought Justine's mum book: NO WHERE BUT

UP. The inside and behind scene of Justine's life is so well written. Great Book, Justine Bieber!



I'll admit, I'm not a fan of the guy. I bought the book out of curiosity, since I love music biographies.

It's nice to hear his own life story in his own words. This book is a charmer for fans and non-fans

alike.

Came slightly damaged still had outer cover and that protected it but that was also a poster nice

bonus and it was a kids present so i didnt really care that it was that damamged.

I chose to rate this book 5 stars because it is amazing how Justin explains his story through words. I

like- sorry loved this book I am a belieber, I believe in Justin and his work- I LOVE HIM. I would

recommend this book to fans and beliebers because we can relate to some moments and even if

you don't really know Justin it's a great way to start believing in him :)

A nice parallel with the amount of photos and actual words included.

This Book Is in great Condition And Was A Great Price My Daughter Loves Justin Bieber And Loves

This Book Thanks:)
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